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Challenging weight reduction with HSS 

fuel economy crash safety global warming SBT rapid economic growth 

Changes in social back ground 
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Life long environmental impact of vehicle 
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STEEL 

2. Advantages of steel 

in material recycling 

http://ord.yahoo.co.jp/o/image/SIG=12h7ee913/EXP=1465895979;_ylc=X3IDMgRmc3QDMARpZHgDMARvaWQDQU5kOUdjVFlyZ0o5TmM3QldJWWR1SU15TDdkay1CT1BFVHhkTDlFVmF0UnlvWWU3al9lNGFUd0RmMnhOeUhZVwRwAzQ0SzU0NE9CNDRPODQ0T3I1N3kyNDRPcTQ0SzE0NEtrNDRLdjQ0T3IEcG9zAzUEc2VjA3NodwRzbGsDcmk-/**http:/koukou-r.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/steel.jpg
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Types of Material Recycling 

Natural 
resources 

Material 
process 

Final product 
process 

Use in society 

Product 
End of Life 

Material 

EoL 

Direct disposal  

Thermal Recycling (Open-loop Recycling) 
EoL products are incinerated and the heat is recovered as thermal energy to produce 
electricity or steam. The recovery has no effect on the reduction of natural resource 
consumption for virgin materials, but it is a low cost and energy saving way for recycling of 
flammable materials. 

Thermal recycling 

Cascade recycling 

Cascade Recycling (Open-loop Recycling) 
The material is used as a secondary material in another product. The recycle may continue 
cascadely in several steps. In each step, the material quality drops or changes and finally 
the material comes to the EoL.  

Closed-loop recycling 
substitution 

Closed-loop Recycling 
The material is recycled to the original material without or with very little loss of its 
characteristics or quality so that the number of recycling can be infinite. Closed-loop 
recycling reduces consumption of natural resources of the material, accompanying 
environmental impacts, and generation of wastes. Closed-loop recycling is superior to 
open-loop recycling in terms of sustainability.  

STEEL 

Material 
production 

Final product 
production 

http://ord.yahoo.co.jp/o/image/SIG=12h7ee913/EXP=1465895979;_ylc=X3IDMgRmc3QDMARpZHgDMARvaWQDQU5kOUdjVFlyZ0o5TmM3QldJWWR1SU15TDdkay1CT1BFVHhkTDlFVmF0UnlvWWU3al9lNGFUd0RmMnhOeUhZVwRwAzQ0SzU0NE9CNDRPODQ0T3I1N3kyNDRPcTQ0SzE0NEtrNDRLdjQ0T3IEcG9zAzUEc2VjA3NodwRzbGsDcmk-/**http:/koukou-r.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/steel.jpg
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Conditions for 

Rational/Sustainable  

Material Recycling 

a) Separation and collection is easy 

b) Environmental impact of recycling is smaller 
compared to production using natural resources 

c) Recycling system is economically sustainable 

 Additional conditions for “Closed-loop Recycling” 

d) No/small quality degradation through recycling 

e) Can be recycled into various products 
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Conditions for 

Rational/Sustainable  

Material Recycling 
not removable (Tramp elements) 

Hiraki et al. 

removable by slaging 

removable by gasification 

Steel has a limited 
number of tramp 
elements; hence 
steel can be easily 
recycled while 
keeping original 
quality. 

Aluminum has a lot of   
    tramp elements;  
       hence it is very   
          difficult to be  
            recycled 
            while keeping     
            original quality. 

Quality drop by recycling 
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Characteristics of Aluminum: 

Alloying 
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Aluminum realizes its functions by alloying. Each alloy series must be recycled in the same alloy 
system (same product like Can to Can). Mixture of several kinds of aluminum scrap can be used 
only for casted aluminum or die-cast 

aluminum foil 

tank 
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Characteristics of Steel: 

Microstructure Control 

process 

Temp. 

change 

Microstructure 
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Hot reveler Online cooling process 

heating roughing finishing 
cooling 

Strengthening by combination of cooling and rolling 

Grain growth control Re-crystallization elongation 
Rapid cooling 

Over 800MPa 

Intermediate cooling 

600-800MPa 

Slow cooling 

500-600MPa 

マルテンサイト：硬い組織 

フェライト：柔らかい組織 

20μm 

オーステナイト：力が加わる（変
形する）と特性が変化する組織 

10μm 

DP鋼の複合組織 オーステナイト鋼を利用したTRIP鋼 
Variety of characteristics of steel products are realized by microstructure control 
through rolling and cooling in the process. 

The microstructure is reset by melting and reconstructed for new product. 

Characteristics of Steel: 

Microstructure Control 
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a) Separation and collection is easy 

b) Environmental impact of recycling is smaller 
compared to production using natural resources 

c) Recycling system is economically sustainable 

 Additional conditions for “Closed-loop Recycling” 

d) No/small quality degradation through recycling 

e) Can be recycled into various products 

Conditions for 

Rational/Sustainable  

Material Recycling 
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Conclusions 

1. Life Cycle Thinking is the key   
to keep right direction     
in global environmental issues 

2. Steel has great advantages    
in terms of material recycling 
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Thank you for your attention 


